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03/01/2012 07:20:40 AM     Subject: Wk 8: Professional Meetings/Events?  
Mimi Will

Last edited: 03/01/2012
06:13:06 PM
Messages: 119
Location: Bay Area

Do you attend local marketing related 'live' events to learn more about how marketing 

is done in the 'real world' and to network?

Here's one coming up next week, all invited (breakfast/fee):

Norcal BMA - Upcoming Events Bay Area B2B Marketers Connect  

E-Marketing Roundtable Th March 8, 8-10 AM, Palo Alto 

'11 Tips to Optimize Your Multi-Channel Marketing Campaigns'  

Guest Speaker: LAURIE BEASLEY, Pres, Beasley Direct Marketing  

Today, thanks to the ubiquity of the internet, every marketing campaign can be 

'multi-channel.' Unfortunately, many traditional marketing  organizations are not 

well-equipped to go multichannel. They have  separate centers of responsibility, 

and their measurement tools are not  able to account for multiple touches against 

the same prospect.   This session will share 11 tips for planning a potent 

multichannel campaign with specific action items that will accelerate your efforts.  

You'll learn how to:

- Break open the 'silos' that separate departments

- See yourself as your customers do 

- Plug gaps in databases 

- Design a consistent and memorable message

- Make frequency your friend  

Sign up today and benefit from the successes and hard lessons learned in the 

front-line trenches of today's online marketing campaigns.  Read More:  

http://cl.exct.net/?qs=cffc9a6de44b082f4596c1e98409c89302b3452962e7d19686e2ead6af97e90a  

------------------------------  

Thursday -- Mar 8th 8:30am -- 10:00am  

LOCATION: Bay Cafe at Palo Alto Golf Course 1875 Embarcadero Rd, PAlto, CA 94303 

PRICE:  BMA Members: $15/person*  Non--Members: $30/person*  

* Includes Breakfast  REGISTER NOW!  

Advanced registration required. An additional $5 fee will be charged for day-of-event 

walk-ins.  (CASH or CHECK ONLY)  If you have any questions about this event, please 

contact Laurie Beasley: lbeasley@beasleydirect.com   

About the Speaker:   LAURIE BEASLEY is co-founder and president of Beasley Direct 

Marketing,  Inc., a Silicon Valley direct marketing agency that has managed online 

and direct marketing programs for hundreds of companies. Laurie serves as president 

of the Direct Marketing Association of Northern California.  She is also an instructor 

for the Online Marketing Institute and an instructor for the Online Marketing 

Certificate program at UC Berkeley  Extension.  

Business Marketing Association 

Northern California Chapter:  

http://cl.exct.net/?qs=cffc9a6de44b082ff5bc9bbd4c9522c102d5ce87019b0eedc6ef20f1b3f3abad

* * *

For Discussion:  Has Anyone attended a marketing presentation, talk, breakfast meeting, networking
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session, marketing conference, etc. recently?  What did you learn that was interesting?

03/01/2012 04:03:16 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 8: Professional Meetingd/Events?  
David Lis

Messages: 15

I attended a Webinar for Social Media for Merchants put on by 3dcart.  They talked about the same things in Book 6
Blogging and Podcasting.  They talked about: general social tips, Facebook, leveraging, Target and Test Ads, Twitter,
Be relevant,  Build a valuable following, optimize your business page, and other marketing tips.

I am going to attempt to upload the power point presentation in case anyone would like to look at it.

I  have to load them in 2 parts because I received the following message from the server: The total size of the
attachments should not be greater than 5,120 kb.

Webinar_Social_Media_for_Merchants_3dCart_Charts 1_34.ppt

Webinar_Social_Media_for_Merchants_3dCart_Charts 1_34.ppt
 Description

Download Filesize 4574 kb

 

03/01/2012 04:04:54 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 8: Professional Meetingd/Events?  
David Lis

Messages: 15

Webinar_Social_Media_for_Merchants_3dCart_Charts 35_48.ppt

Webinar_Social_Media_for_Merchants_3dCart_Charts 35_48.ppt
 Description

Download Filesize 2488 kb

 

03/01/2012 06:13:51 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 8: Professional Meetings/Events?  
Mimi Will

Messages: 119
Location: Bay Area

Thanks for sharing, David!

 

03/02/2012 10:27:51 AM     Subject: Re:Wk 8: Professional Meetings/Events?   
Martha Raup

Messages: 60
Location: San Francisco

There's an upcoming event at The Women's Building in San Francisco on March 5 from 1-5 called: San Francisco Social
Media for Social Justice: Intensive Workshop with Deanna Zandt. Unfortunately, it's costly. However, it sounds like a
wonderful topic - I hope someone goes!

She is the author of: Share This! How You Will Change the World with Social Networking (June 2010)

Information on the event is found here: http://aidandabet.org/news/entry/san-francisco-social-media-for-social-
justice-intensive-workshop-with-deann/

Here are two media clips from her on:

Email: http://blip.tv/file/1082359/
Social Network Fatigue: http://blip.tv/file/1251056/

Martha

    

03/02/2012 10:41:46 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 8: Professional Meetings/Events?  
Jason Palomares

Messages: 11

Since my schedule is quite hectic during the week, I don't have the spare cycles to physically attend a conference. I
rather attend online events where I could listen from home or at the office at work. Some of the companies hosting
these online events provide recorded videos and tutorials, which makes it more convenient. A friend of mine
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recommended HubSpot, which is an Internet Marketing Company, who specializes in Web Marketing. Here is a link to
their site: http://www.hubspot.com/company/internet-marketing-events/ They participate in many events and focus
on topics such as Social Media and emerging technologies in the area of Web Marketing. I've listened to several online
discussions hosted by HubSpot and found them to be quite informative and interesting, especially during a break in
the action at work.

03/02/2012 10:51:57 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 8: Professional Meetings/Events?  
Ashley Eisele

Messages: 20

Thanks for the tip, Martha!

The workshop on Social Media for Social Justice sounds very interesting. Too bad it's so expensive, since people
engaged in SJ tend to be on a limited budget.

I watched the video about email ( http://blip.tv/file/1082359/). which was cute and informative. I'm off to filter my
email now, thanks to her tips!

 

03/04/2012 01:46:03 AM     Subject: Re:Wk 8: Professional Meetings/Events?  
Michael Hanna

Messages: 48

The only event I've been to is that talk I mentioned
on "Algorithms for Digital Advertising.'  I don't know
if anyone bothered to watch the presentation, but it
was quite good.  The people doing this research are
working with very large companies, trying to optimize
their expenditures on advertising.  These companies
are bidding on as many as 400,000 keywords, which
makes for one of the more complex real-world optimization
problems you can imagine.  Anyone who can solve these
kinds of problems - and collect a cut of the savings - will
be very wealthy indeed.

 

03/04/2012 11:04:14 AM     Subject: Re:Wk 8: Professional Meetings/Events?  
Mimi Will

Messages: 119
Location: Bay Area

-- Does Anybody know how much the algos 'brainwash' or 'manipulate' people looking for information by steering
them into 'desired' avenues of search where they recognize terms/products they have already picked and are
reinforced that their choices were the 'best ones' while overlooking others who may not be involved with that
particular advertising company/technique?

03/04/2012 03:56:58 PM     Subject: Predective Analytics World  
Matthew Flynn

Messages: 21
Location: Sunnyvale , CA

Here's an event that starts tomorrow.  It's a meeting to focusing on
tools for predicting behavior.  I'm going 'cause there is a meeting for
SAS programmers and it includes admission to parts of the conference.
SAS is a statistical programming used in the drug development and
financial analysis.   It's a massive number crunching program with every statistical
function you can  imagine.  You can think of it as Excel, but it was designed from scratch
to do data analysis, so it much more robust when dealing with large set of data from
many different files.

http://www.predictiveanalyticsworld.com/sanfrancisco/2012/agenda_overview.php
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This is a summary of the keynote address and some other talks.

http://www.predictiveanalyticsworld.com/sanfrancisco/2012/agenda.php#keynote-es

Matt

 

03/04/2012 04:09:05 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 8: Professional Meetings/Events?  
Renu Virdi

Last edited: 03/04/2012
04:10:12 PM
Messages: 26
Location: Palo Alto, CA

I came across the WebmasterRadio:
http://www2.webmasterradio.fm/schedule.html

It has Live Broadcasts with chat room participation and a library of Podcasts on many topics such as Affiliate
Marketing, SEO, Internet Marketing and many others.

Marketing Nirvana podcast is tomorrow. Their web site says that the time for this broadcast is 9 am PT but in other
places the schedule says 11am and even 5pm. Please verify the time.

Marketing Nirvana Podcast
WhenMon, March 5, 11:00am – 11:30am
WhereWebmasterRadio.FM (map)
DescriptionListen to Marketing Nirvana and participate in the chat room as Brad Geddes interviews experts on
marketing topics.

  

03/10/2012 07:51:42 AM     Subject: Re:Wk 8: Professional Meetingd/Events?   
Martha Raup

Messages: 60
Location: San Francisco

David Lis wrote:

I attended a Webinar for Social Media for Merchants put on by 3dcart.  They talked about the same things in
Book 6 Blogging and Podcasting.  They talked about: general social tips, Facebook, leveraging, Target and
Test Ads, Twitter, Be relevant,  Build a valuable following, optimize your business page, and other marketing
tips... 

David - GREAT PowerPoint presentation - thanks for going, thanks for summarizing the message, and thanks for
sharing the slides! This one is a good example of using Webinars as indirect marketing - the company provided "free"
information of content that was attractive and engaging, and then added very subtle advertising (i.e. last slide). Also
provided ads for Webinar which provided the tools of presentation.
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 Filename 14of14-goToWebinar.gif
 Description

Martha

    

03/13/2012 03:42:40 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 8: Professional Meetings/Events?  
Mimi Will

Messages: 119
Location: Bay Area

MW:  Great shares, Everybody!

Points are updated to 3/13 and you may also continue posting relevant announcements/examples here through Wk
10.
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